ABSTRAK

Over time, employers in metropolitan ventured to open a restaurant with a wide variety of culinary uniqueness of different cities and countries, not infrequently there are some restaurants have the kind of cuisine that originated from several countries. Sometimes some restaurants don’t support the origin of cuisine with unique interior design of the restaurant so the atmosphere or the nuance became noticeably less even missing, this is one of the problems or challenges for a restaurant. This happens because of the lack of knowledge of the owner about comfortable of interior design and can be reflect the culture from country of origin cuisine.

X.O Suki & Cuisinese restaurant is one of restaurant which has designed for the middle class to the top, this restaurant has a menu of dishes from several countries in Asia, like China, Japan, Thailand, and Indonesia. X.O Suki & Cuisinese of restaurant has priority to interior and has a delicious cuisine, refreshing, and nutritious. Process of cooking with boiled or fried in. To answer the needs of the interior design of X.O Suki & Cuisinese restaurant are the concepts used Oriental Style, a restaurant with nuance modern design with a touch of Oriental inspired dishes on the menu. The purpose of this concept is the selection is give the restaurant a refreshing atmosphere with a combination of cultural values of the country of origin and unique cuisine restaurant interior design of this, so it will automatically create harmony between interior design with a cuisine XO Suki & Cuisine restaurant.
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